
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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It's 2021 now! And the hopes to
return to school have increased.
Perhaps, day-by-day the craving

to enter the campus increases and it
is all due to those activities and that
wonderful atmosphere we've got in
school. 
Something that I keep
recalling every day is the
amount of hard-
work and team-
work we display
while performing
in any activity we
are involved in at
school, be in sports, quizzes or any-
thing else. 
My school has a science fest
Eucranium every year. I have taken
part in ti since class VII. Though my
friends and I were still Juniors, we

bagged many prizes and went on to
acquire the double of those the next
year in class VIII. This was possible
only because of the school atmos-
phere which brought the sense of
confidence and determination in us.  
Another example is the hard-work put

into organizing func-
tions and
celebra-
tions.
During
Teacher's
Day, my
friends and I

used to meet during the snack and
lunch breaks to discuss the decora-
tion and celebrations. We would deco-
rate the class and set up the show. To
fill the budget, we used to get spon-
sors from the same class and we

highlighted their names later on. In
this way, we repay our teachers for
their wonderful commitment. Last
year, we had a song and a skit too
and this year, we planned online cele-
brations. Again, all we did was
retained the school atmosphere and
made it possible.  
I also recall those memorable times
with friends, especially in my school-
van where we had created a separate
and amusing aura for ourselves. We
used to talk about the classes and
play many games such as hand-crick-
et. During exam times, we converted
the van into a mini study room.  
We also had Inter-house and Inter-
school sports competitions such as
cricket, football, hockey, swimming
and triathlon which always kept us

energetic.
Then there were art and craft compe-
titions, annual school picnics, out-
reach programs, children's day cele-
brations and many other fun-filled
activities that kept us joyous and
active throughout the year. The
Sports day, Annual day and Prize day
filled a separate chamber in my
heart.
I am eagerly waiting for that opportu-
nity to get back to school and relive
these moments of fascinating activi-
ties! 
I hope 2021 gives us this golden
opportunity of entering the campus
and enjoying the grand finale year of
class X in school.
Siddharth Kothari, class IX, 
St Joseph's Boys' High School

The legendary musi-
cian in Akbar's court
Tansen is known  to

have had such power in his
singing that he could bring
down the rains with his ren-
dition of Raag Miya Ki Mal-
har or ignite a fire with Raag
Deepak. It is said the power
of music is such that even
wild animals can be tamed.

Music has the mystical
power to heal minds.

Scientifically, music
therapy has proved to be ben-
eficial for all individuals,
both physically and mental-
ly. Benefits of listening to
music include improved
heart rate, improved learn-
ing among children, reduced
anxiety, restoring lost
speech, combating sleep-
lessness, to name a few.

Multiple studies on mu-
sic have shown how it psy-
chologically helps children

in trying times. Children
who listened to music dur-
ing an IV insertion showed
less distress and felt less pain
than children who did not.
The healing power of music
was also used during World
War II to help soldiers recu-
perate in hospitals.

Prof T C Singh of An-
namalai University in 1962
conducted several experi-
ments to show that harmon-
ic sound waves affect the
growth, flowering, fruiting

and seed yields of plants and
the response to Western &
Indian classical music was
very positive. Indian Classi-
cal musicians also believe
that  several Ragas have good
influence on health, such as
Raga Bageshri, which is be-
lieved to control hyperten-
sion or Raga Puriya
Dhanashri which has posi-
tive effects in treating acid-
ity and so on.

I hope this article will en-
courage young minds to lis-
ten to good, soothing music
with meaningful lyrics or to
play instruments and sing in
their leisure time. It will help
them overcome all the anxi-
eties that this global pan-
demic has brought into
everyone's lives.

Sanghamitra Basu Sengupta.
vice principal (Academics),
Aavishkar Academy 

"The family is the centre of life and it is
the key to eternal happiness."- L. Tom
Perry 

Global Family Day is celebrated
on January 1 of every year as the
global day of peace and sharing.

Class v students discussed the impor-
tance of spending and sharing time with
their family members for a day. They

talked about the UN General Assembly's
declaration in 1997, which was based on
the theme, 'One Day of Peace'. Students
highlighted thought provoking ideas,
like 'Focusing just on our family is self-
ishness, Focusing on Global Family is
humanity.' 

Two meaningful songs added to the
significance of this wonderful theme.
A special family trivia quiz was con-
ducted, which prompted the entire class
to answer questions pertaining to their
families.

"Being a Family means you are a
part of something very wonderful… It
means you will love and be loved for the
rest of your life." 

Children discuss importance
of sharing time with family 

NPS, WHITEFIELD

Waiting to relive those fascinating times Discover the miracle of music

TEACHERSPEAK

HONOUR ROLL WINNER
The Times NIE Website www.toistudent.com provides an opportunity for
students to read, engage and contribute. As with its print version, the
website, through its academic and personality-building activities, presents
a platform for students to express their views on important issues. 
We are pleased to award the 'Honour Roll for the month of December
2020' to Bangalore student Aarav, class VII, Kendriya Vidyalaya, DRDO, in
recognition of his contribution on the website. He has been active on the
website, and hence makes it to the Honour Roll for December 2020.

Road trips are frequent in our
family; but out of the many
road trips we have been on, our

trip to Goa was unforgettable. Though
the trip was a "failure", we learnt way
more than we would have if the jour-
ney had succeeded. 

What happened
Certainly, Goa was not new to us,
we've been there a few times before,
and we wanted to go again. We had a
slight cold, but we ignored it and con-
tinued our journey from Thane. As
soon as we reached our first stop to
stay in Kolhapur, some of us had a
fever. We neglected it yet again and
continued, but there came a point at

Belgaum in Karnataka that we decided
to head back to Thane. We were so
exhausted and ill that we couldn't
continue. 

The learning outcome
That failed trip taught us an important
lesson: "Know Your Limits". A per-
son's health should be checked for
even the slightest illness, and a wise

decision should be made for the trip
concerning the distance, duration and
route. 

Thus, for our second trip from
Thane to Chennai, we took the guid-

ance of H V Kumar of Hi Vay King, also
known as "The GPS of India". We were
provided the planning and route we
needed for the journey. Hence this
way we recognised how important a
well-planned trip
was through our
road travel from
Thane to Goa.
Kritisha Babu, 
Class VIII,
Lokpuram Public
School

Let the Molten emotions coalesce
Into a  pond of your affection
Spill not a drop of it
As your loose lips are want to do
Bury the lake in your heart
Speak not of it or it's existence
Forget it altogether
Till the dam starts to break
Spreading the cracks of your foundation
Making your heavy  chest ache
Your pillows are sodden with tears of inno-
cence

And  the soot of heartbreak are sewn into
the folds
What a mess you make of yourself
Lying there in the cinder and ash
No longer able to hold it back
So you let the flood overtake you
And spill the essence on your floor
A beating heart now empty of love
Begins to fill up again
With the thoughts of another
As a stranger takes her place
Cry over your spilt milk

Cry over the reversal of fate
While you cling to the sticky residue of her
Spilt all over the chalcedony floor
Another Love blooms to take her place
Another set of wax wings form
With unbroken seals to burn
Jump from the twenty second floor
And Fall again
Into the torrid emotions of the storm

Aaron Mukhopadhyay, class XII, National
Public School, Koramangala

COALESCE

This happened a few years back. I
woke up on Christmas morning and ran
to the Christmas tree. I saw a big pres-
ent waiting for me. I picked it up and
unwrapped it excitedly. What did I
see…! It was the Harry Potter book
set. Woohoo!! I thanked Santa and
could not wait to read them.
I started reading the first book and
wished to own a wand. An uncle of
mine fulfilled my wish. He gifted me an
Elder wand. Halfway into the book, I
wanted to ride a broom. I even dreamt
about it. In my dream I was faster than
the Firebolt, the fastest broom in the
world. 
While reading the second book, I want-
ed to own a pet phoenix. 
By the third book, I thought I was an
expert at spells, but failed every time I
tried them. 

In the fourth book, I wished I could be
a part of the Hogwarts team partici-
pating in the Triwizard tournament. 
I wanted to be a member of the Order
of the Phoenix and fight Lord
Voldemort in the fifth book. 
I wished to save Albus Dumbledore in
the sixth book. I was heartbroken
when he died. 
By the end of the seventh book, I
wanted Harry, Ron and Hermione as

my friends for life. 
I was sad to be at the end of this magi-
cal journey. But why end! I can pick up
the books and read them anytime I
want to. I have already read them
thrice and enjoyed it every time. I re-
read the series this year too during
the Christmas break and believe me
the magic is still there. I hope to relive
this magic again and again in the years
to come.

I suggest you make this series a part
of your Reading List in 2021! Happy
Reading!

Ayaan Anugrah Lall, class V, Delhi
Public School Whitefield

The Magical World of Harry Potter 
ALERT : SPOILERS AHEAD!!

https://forms.gle/2nTFvZfiXPCCgYXe8
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AS BIG AS A WORLD
CUP TITLE TRIUMPH

‘India will lose 4-0’, was the prediction of some of the greats of the game as the

Indian team arrived in Adelaide to kickstart the 4-match Test series. The expected

return of skipper Virat Kohli after the first Test further sent shivers down the

spine of many Indian supporters, especially after the nature of India’s defeat in

the Adelaide Test. But, what happened after the pink-ball Test was something even

the biggest supporters of the Indian team hadn’t imagined

➤ 36 ALL-OUT DEBACLE
Battered, bruised, and trolled over the nature in which the Indian team was dismissed
in the second innings of the Adelaide Test, the touring side headed to their hotel
rooms with their heads looking down. The good cricket India had played for the first

two days in Adelaide was undone in a matter of one session as Josh Hazlewood and Pat
Cummins ran riot. With Virat Kohli returning home for the birth of his first child, questions
arose over the team’s strategy to make a comeback in the absence of their best batsman,
over their plans to retain the Border-Gavaskar Trophy. With such critical questions hovering
in their minds and the fate of many senior players hanging in balance, the Indian team mus-
tered up enough courage to do their bat do the talking.

➤ MELBOURNE MAGIC
With their backs against the wall, the Indian cricket team produced one of its most memo-
rable fightbacks in cricketing history. Stand-in skipper Ajinkya Rahane notched up his first
century of the series as India secured a dominant 8-wicket victory over the Aussies. More

than the fact that the team had pulled itself to level the series 1-1 by winning the second match,
it was the odds Rahane’s men had beaten to secure the win that made headlines. A story of grit
and determination to perform after a morale-shattering defeat in the previous match spoke
leaps and bounds of the character of this Indian team. The fact that the Indian team didn’t have
the services of Mohammed Shami and also Umesh Yadav injure himself for the most part of the
match further demonstrated the depth of talent that the team possesses.

➤ SYDNEY STALEMATE
A huge injury setback hit the Indian team as Umesh Yadav joined Mohammed Shami in the
injury list but the fixture also marked the return of one of the finest batsmen in the team,
Rohit Sharma. The Hitman joined Shubman Gill in the opening department, with both scor-

ing their first half-centuries of the series in the match. Steve Smith stood tall in India’s pursuit
of a second consecutive victory in the series, scoring 131 and 81 in the two innings. There were
moments on Day 5 of the Test where the prospects of Rahane’s men going for the kill emerged
but injuries to Rishabh Pant, Hanuma Vihari, Ravindra Jadeja, R Ashwin as well as Jasprit
Bumrah meant that such execution couldn’t practically be possible. The result of the match
kept the series level 1-1 but what became a huge reason of concern for the Indian team man-
agement was the number of injuries the team had incurred.

➤ BREACHING BRISBANE FORTRESS
Australian cricket team skipper Tim Paine had taunted India’s R Ashwin to come to
Gabba, referring to the fact that the hosts had not lost a single match at the venue
since 1988. While Ashwin himself couldn’t make it to the fourth Test due to a back

injury, the Indian team still managed to give an apt response to Aussie arrogance. As many
as four Indian players were ruled out from the match — Ashwin, Bumrah, Jadeja, and Vihari —
while T Natarajan and Washington Sundar made their debuts in the match alongside Shardul
Thakur and Mohammed Siraj who were only one and two matches old respectively. Given a
target of 328 runs to chase on Day 5, India entered the final day’s contest with an overnight
score of 4/0. Rohit Sharma was dismissed early but Shubman Gill notched up his highest
score in the format (91) but failed to convert it into his maiden hundred. Cheteshwar Pujara
anchored the innings as he always does but the most special knock of the match came from
the Rishabh Pant, who produced arguably the most impressive performance of his match to
guide India to a victory. Pant’s 138-ball 89 put the final nail in the coffin for Australia as India
retained the Border Gavaskar Trophy by beating Australia in their own home on the second
consecutive occasion. Pant was adjudged Player of the Match. 

INDIA’S RESURRECTION WAS

FAIRYTALE OF FAIRYTALES

➤ Khushi ke maare pagal. This
is the new India. Ghar mein
ghuskar maarta hai. From what
happened in Adelaide to this,
these young guys have given us
a joy of a lifetime. There have
been World Cup wins but this is
special. And yes, there is a rea-
son Pant is extra special.
Virender Sehwag

Historic series win for Team
India! Youngsters delivered
when it mattered, with Gill and
Pant in the forefront. Hats off to
Ravi Shastri and the support
staff for their part in this turn-
around! So so proud of this
bunch, this is one for the ages.
VVS Laxman

Just a remarkable win...To go to
Australia and win a test series in
this way ..will be remembered in
the history of indian cricket for-

ever ..Bcci announces
a 5 cr bonus for the team ..The
value of this win is beyond any
number ..well done to every
member of the touring party..
Sourav Ganguly

Wow .. That has to go down as
one of the greatest if not the
greatest Test victory of all time
!! Egg on my face over here in
the UK .. but I love to see char-
acter & skill .. India have it in
abundance .. btw
@RealShubmanGill &
@RishabhPant17 are future
superstars !
Michael Vaughan

What a Test match! The depth of
Indian Cricket is scary.
@RishabhPant17 , sweet number
17. Well played young man.
#testcricket at its very best
AB de Villiers

THE DEPTH OF INDIAN CRICKET IS SCARY  

Their young bowling attack

kept us under pressure in

the whole game. India

deserves full credit. You

cannot take anything for granted,

never ever underestimate the

Indians, 1.5 billion (people in

India) and you play in the senior

team, you have to be really

tough. I couldn't appreciate India

enough.

Justin Langer,

Australia Coach

It means a lot to us. I don’t know

how to describe this, but our

boys showed a lot of character

and determination after the

Adelaide Test. I’m really proud of

each individual. The conversation

between Pujara and me was that

he would bat normal, and I would

take it on. It was all about intent.

Credit to Pujara, the way he han-

dled the pressure was magnifi-

cent. Rishabh and Washington

were very good at the end.

Taking 20 wickets was the key, so

we opted for 5 bowlers.

Ajinkya Rahane,

Indian captain

I'm not someone who gets emo-

tional but even I had real tears in

my eyes because this is unreal.

What these guys have pulled off

will go down in history as one of

the greatest series ever played.

When you look at the COVID situa-

tion and the spate of injuries, all

those things when you take it into

account then to show the stom-

ach for a fight after being bowled

out for 36 is unimaginable. 

Ravi Shastri,

India head coach

NEVER UNDERESTIMATE INDIANS: LANGER Photo: PTI
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BIGGEST MOMENT OF
MY LIFE: PANT

This is one of my biggest days in
life. The support the team has

given me even when I was not
playing has been incredible. It’s a
dream come true. We’ve been
practicing hard after the first Test.
The team management always
backs me and tells me you are
match-winner and you have to go
out there and win and I am happy I
did it today. It was a fifth day
pitch and the ball was turning.

Indian players and support staff pose with the Border-Gavaskar Trophy
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